We regarded a dialog strategy for information retrieval as a graph search problem and proposed several novel dialog strategies that can recover from misrecognition through a spoken dialog that traverses the graph. To recover from misrecognition without seeking confirmation, our system kept multiple understanding hypotheses at each turn and searched for a globally optimal hypothesis in the graph whose nodes express understanding states across user utterances in a whole dialog. In the search, we used a new criterion based on efficiency in information retrieval and consistency with understanding hypotheses, which is also used to select an appropriate system response. We showed that our system can make more efficient and natural dialogs than previous ones.
Introduction
We introduce a new spoken dialog management methodology for a slot-filling-based data search system.
When we communicate with computers through a speech interface, misrecognition is inevitable. Turn-by-turn confirmation is the easiest way to avoid misunderstanding, but many conversational turns are needed. Without confirmation, the dialog may proceed with misunderstanding. In both cases, the user needs much cognitive load and the advantage of a speech interface would be lost, such as when using the system in an eyes-free and hands-free situation to concentrate on the main task as driving.
Some spoken dialog systems are already in practical use. For example, Takemaru-kun and Kita-chan are navigation systems intended for general public [Shikano 06 ]. There are also some spoken dialog interfaces for use with mobile phones such as Shabette-Concier [Yoshimura 12 ]. They are all simple question-answering (QA) type systems and thus do not consider dialog histories. This feature enables these systems to handle a wide range of topics. In †1 Currently with KDDI CORPORATION addition, such QA systems make it easy for users to recover from misrecognitio errors; they simply repeat the question. However, they do not take into account the dialog history, and thus the user and the system cannot collaborate over the course of a dialog to perform an information search. Slot-filling is one way to handle dialog history in combination with a finite state automaton-based dialog controller, but the content of the dialog tends to be too restricted. In addition, the larger the number of user turns that are needed, the greater the chance of misrecognition occuring. Thus, error-handling becomes more critical.
To tackle these problems, our system keeps multiple understanding hypotheses as active nodes on a search graph at each turn and finally removes the ambiguity and selects the most probable hypothesis through dialog with a user. In such a dialog, the system must generate appropriate responses that control the whole dialog.
Many studies have dealt with the system's misunderstandings. Itoh et al. [Itoh 04 ] also proposed a dialog system that kept multiple understanding hypotheses and rescored them using the confidence level of speech recognition results and dialog histories. The system achieved about a 10% relative improvement in the understanding rate from a strategy using only the best candidates for speech recognition results. Higashinaka et al. [Higashinaka 05 ] incorporated discourse features into the confidence scoring of understanding (in their case, intention) hypotheses. Other dialog management techniques using the confidence measures of speech recognition have also been proposed in which confidence was used to reject words or switch dialog strategies [Komatani 00, Hazen 02]. Niimi and Kobayashi [Niimi 95 ] analyzed explicit and implicit confirmations of human dialogs and proposed an efficient dialog management based on the analysis. Dohsaka et al. [Dohsaka 03 ] proposed a dual-cost method for efficient spoken dialog control. Their method tried to minimize the summation of the 'confirmation cost' and the 'information transfer cost' to avoid unnecessary confirmation dialogs. Gruenstein [Gruenstein 08 ] proposed a response selection method using support vector machine (SVM) classifier trained on acoustic and lexical features obtained from N-best recognition results of users' utterances.
Recently, stochastic models are adopted in spoken dialog management. Levin et al. [Levin 00 ] introduced the Markov Decision Process (MDP) to express the speech act probabilistically, then, Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPs) have also been used for modeling the uncertainty inherent in spoken dialog systems [Williams 07 ]. However, conventional POMDP has a problem with the number of slots and handles only a few slots and values. Young et al. [Young 06 ] proposed a form of POMDP which can be scaled to support practical dialog systems. Although POMDP has a belief state combined with all the values of slots, our system keeps an understanding graph only with the active nodes expanded according to the recognition results obtained from the user utterance. In contrast with POMDP, our system is not affected by the size of state and can also search the graph with heuristics.
We also propose a new response generation criterion to remove ambiguity so that users do not feel that responses are unnatural in relation to conflicts with actual user intent. To achieve ambiguity resolution and natural feelings of conversation, we adopt 'efficiency measure' and 'consistency measure'. Efficient response makes dialog shorter with smaller number of turns, and consistent dialog does not make users confused. These features reduce the users' congitive load. We discuss how to adopt these measures in the search process. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the understanding procedure using a graph search briefly. The tasks of our dialog system are described in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce criteria for system response selection based on efficiency in information retrieval and consistency with understanding hypotheses, and then explain how to use these criteria in the search strategy. We evaluate our system in Section 5 and finally conclude the paper in Section 6.
2. Data search procedure as a graph search in a spoken dialog system
2·1 Expression of dialog understanding status as a graph
Slot filling understanding can be used to drive a data search for music retrieval. Thus, we propose a strategy that slot filling through a dialog is regarded as graph searches (Figure 1 ). Users have a goal (a keyword set that may be ambiguous) to obtain. By considering a (partial) keyword set as a node of a graph, we can construct a search graph of understandings. The progress of the understanding is expressed as the expansion of the understanding graph (or traversing the graph if the graph is fully expanded a priori). In the search process, active nodes are the current understanding status, and the system expands the nodes based on speech recognition results obtained from each dialog step. If an incorrect search advances, backtracking may be required to recover it before it finally reaches a correct understanding.
2·2 Representation of multiple understandings
To expand (or traverse) the nodes, the system obtains information from the user by spoken dialog. Spoken dialog systems, however, often incorrectly recognize user utterances and may continue to mistake some words for others during the dialog, resulting in dialog failure. To avoid such misunderstanding, explicit confirmation utterances are often used, but they need many turns.
In previous research including ours [Souvignier 00 , Kitaoka 06], strategies are proposed in which the system keeps multiple understanding hypotheses using N-best recognition hypotheses and chooses an appropriate system response so that correct hypotheses can be prioritized. In the method of the present study, allowing the existence of multiple active nodes, as shown in Figure 2 , is equivalent to keeping multiple understandings. Using N-best recognition results, an active node is expanded to at most N new succeeding nodes.
The key to successful search is how to obtain new information from the user. In other words, the system response/question is very important. Response generation strategies we adopt will be explained in Chapter 4 after the explanation of tasks our system deals with. Fig. 1 An example of dialog understanding process as a graph search in a music retrieval task 
Tasks
Our system can deal with slot-filling type data search. Under this constraint, we test our system with two tasks to show its portability: music retrieval and location finding in databases, which are assumed as operations of invehicle information systems such as car audio systems and car navigation systems. The system is a system-initiative dialog system, and thus the users are not permitted to ask the system any questions.
In our original proposition [Kinoshita 09], we only set the music retrieval as the task. Here we also use the location finding task because our strategy, especially the usage of the consistency measure explained in Section 4·3·1, works well on this task because the constraint among the levels (here, prefecture, city, facility, etc.) are stronger than the previous task and resolve the ambiguity more easily.
In both tasks, the system indicates one of retrieval results obtained from the database using the keywords in the slots. As explained in Section 2·1, the keyword set which users are searching for may be ambiguous; such situations often occur recommendation tasks during data retrieval. For example, a user may describe the features of a piece of music using genre and year(s) in the dialog so that the system will recommend suitable music. So the system retrieves music or locations from databases when all the slots of the node with the best score is filled, or the number of retrieval results is not greater than N (in this paper, we use N = 3.) * 1 .
3·1 Music retrieval task
The first task is music retrieval from a music database. Users can say the artist name and/or song name directly, but often do not know the artist or song name. Or sometimes the user wishes to select music from a short list con-sisting of a certain kind of music such as 'rock in '90'. In this situation, the system needs artist-related information, such as the genre, year, and/or gender to search for a song. The system asks questions about these keywords or confirms them.
The following are examples of allowed user utterances:
• "Find a rock song" (genre)
• "Songs from 1990" (year)
• "I want to listen to a song by a female singer" (gen-
der)
The system choices are:
Questions for new information:
Questions for confirmation:
The keyword set consisted of 76 artists, 13 genres, 70 years/eras, both sexes, and the name of 99 songs. Figure 1 describes an example of an understanding graph for the music retrieval task. Here, the system picks up keyword(s), which are registered a priori, from the recognition result * 2 and then expands the node by filling the slot(s) with the keyword(s) in both tasks.
3·2 Location finding task
The second task is location finding in a database. Users can say a prefecture, a city, a town, a facility, a genre of facilities or a combination of them. Examples of allowed user utterances are given below:
• "I will go to Aichi" (prefecture)
• "Furo-cho" (town)
• "I want to go to a gas station in Hamamatsu-city"(facility and city). As for the system, it can choose from: • "Is the destination · · · (destination target facility genre)
?" The keyword set consisted of 4 prefectures, 192 cities and towns, 283 genres, and 7686 facilities. An example of an understanding graph in this task is presented in Figure 3 .
Here we illustrate simple tasks with template-based response generation. Our proposed method, however can be applied to tasks with more complex response generation strategies which satisfy the following conditions: (1) The possible questions can be listed, (2) the possible answers to each question can be listed, and (3) the retrieval results after obtaining each answer can be listed. Under these conditions, response generation can be done using the question evaluation method explained in Section 4·3.
Search on the understanding graph

4·1 Node scoring
Intuitively, if the system searches a "correct" node, it uses the best-first search that decides the 'best' node to be expanded with a node scoring strategy. In our system, the confidence score of words filled in a node from the results of speech recognition is reasonable as each node score. Each node has a score, which is the sum of the confidence scores included in the node.
This score is referred to as a search score g(n) in the search process, where n is one of the active nodes. As shown in Figure 4 , this method selects the node with the best g(n), generates a question by the method explained in Section 4·3 to extract new information, and expands it based on the recognition result of the user response. In this paper, we use the approximated posterior probability derived from hypotheses obtained during decoding, which is done using Julius decoder [Lee 04 ], and then a probability score for each word is obtained The sum of the scores for the words included in the node n is used as g(n).
We can adopt heuristic scoreĥ(n) to the best-first search. In such a case, each node is evaluated with the score g(n) + h(n) as shown in Figure 5 . Typicalĥ(n) is the estimation of future g(n), but here we use a heuristic score in a broad sense that is used in the system response (question) generation explained in Section 4·3.
4·2 Node expansion
The system expands the understanding graph dynamically according to the recognition results of the user's utterances. When N -best recognition results are obtained, each active node will be expanded up to a maximum of N nodes. The nodes whose slot values are not consistent with each other are not expanded. If a newly obtained value is assigned to a slot which is already filled, a node with new value is created as a child of the successor node. This procedure allows the process to recover from a misrecognition error or user error. When a confirmation question for a value filled in a slot is answered in the negative by the user, all the nodes which include the denied value are rejected. After this procedure, the remaining nodes at the leaf positions are all active. For example, if the question "is the destination in Nagoya-shi?" answered "no" by the user, all of the nodes with the value "Nagoya" are eliminated and the remaining successor nodes are activated. * 3
Ordinary best-first search expands the successors from the best node. In our system, however, not only the best active node but also other active nodes can be expanded when obtaining a user response. If only the best node is expanded, when one of these nodes becomes the best node and should be expanded (that is, backtracking), the same question may have to be done. This question is very redundant, so the nodes which are not the best active nodes * 3 We adopted two types of recovery methods from misrecognition/misunderstanding, but the system should have an initialization method to restart a dialog for a practical spoken dialog system. This is an important aspect of developing a spoken dialog system, but the authors consider this topic to be out of the scope of the proposal put forward in this paper and thus we leave it as a topic for future work.
should be expanded simultaneously.
4·3 Heuristic score calculation -criterion of system response selection -
In this section, we discuss what kind of heuristics can be used for the search. We showed in [Kinoshita 09], system response selection measures introduced below effectively work as heuristics from both consistency and efficiency points of view. System response selection measure is the score for how to select a system response from an ambiguous understanding status with multiple understanding hypotheses described in Chapter 2.
The goal is to choose the most probable understanding hypothesis at the end of the dialog. To achieve this goal, a selection criterion based on entropy-inspired information gain has been proposed [Misu 05].
Here, we propose a new criterion based on the combination of consistency with understanding hypotheses and efficiency in information retrieval. A confirmation utterance may be the best response under this condition because the answer to the confirmation can reject all the hypotheses except the best one in most cases: that is, cases in which the first best hypothesis is correct. The utterance depending on the first best hypothesis, however, may conflict with the 'true' situation, resulting in a scenario in which the user feels the response is 'unnatural' and notices the system's misunderstanding. To recover from the misunderstanding without making the user aware of the misunderstanding, an utterance consistent with as many understanding hypotheses as possible is preferable from the consistency viewpoint. In addition, the system needs to suggest/recommend songs (in the music retrieval task)/locations (in the location finding task) as fast as possible. If the system has two choices of questions, one that narrows down the retrieval results is more preferable. Considering these two aspects, the system must choose an appropriate system response at that time.
Information and
The procedure for response selection is as follows: First the system lists possible responses assuming that the set of active nodes expresses the current understanding status. Examples of responses are shown in Section 3·1 and Section 3·2. There are response templates, such as "is the destination in ...-ken (prefecture name)¿' The system fills the possible items into templates to generate possible response candidates. Then the system calculates score w c · S c (q) + w e · S e (q) (which will be explained in the following subsections) for each response candidate q, and then select the responseq with the highest score. § 1 Measure of consistency with understanding hypotheses Consider the case of understanding status by understanding the hypotheses described in Figure 2 . If the system asks, "What genre?," this question conflicts with the first and third hypotheses because genre was already uttered explicitly by the user, and thus the question is unnatural. The confirmation, "Is it from the 1980s?" conflicts with the first and second hypothesis because the decade is the "1990s" in this context. To prevent such utterances, we adopt a consistency measure [Kitaoka 06 ]:
where n is one of the active nodes (that is, n ∈ N where N is the set of all the active nodes), and I(q, n) = 1 when question q conflicts with n, and I(q, n) = 0 otherwise.
§ 2 Measure of efficiency in information retrieval
In a data/information retrieval task, a question that greatly narrows the search space is efficient. A question that does not narrow the search at all does not contribute to the search process. Thus, we use mutual information as a measure of retrieval efficiency to estimate how much entropy can be decreased. The mutual information of retrieval results X and a question q given an understanding n is defined as:
S e (q) = I(X; q|n) = H(X|n) − H(X|q, n),(2)
where H(X|n) and H(X|q, n) are defined as:
where A q is a set of possible answers given by the user by asking question q, and X n is a set of the retrieval results from the database when given an understanding n. p(x|n) is uniform over x ∈ X and p(n, x) is also uniform for all combinations of n ∈ N and x ∈ X. § 3 Final system response decision -the heuristicsFinally, we have to balance the above two measures. Here, the system selects questionq with its maximum weighted sum:q
We do not know whether the weighed sum is the best way or not, but it is easy to tune the trade-off of these two measures intuitively. Unfortunately we do not know how to solve this trade-off. We set w c = w e = 0.5 in the experiments in Chapter 5. * 4 * 4 Of course we cannot know if this setting is optimal or not. We can optimize the parameter experimentally, but we will leave it as a topic for future investigation in this paper.
We can use these measures as heuristicĥ(n) = max{w c · S c (q) + w e · S e (q)}. This is expected to make dialog for the search efficient and consistent. Anyway, the system first find a node with the best score and then select a question.
4·4 Score for system response selection from a global standpoint
The system can also consider scores for questions more globally. In this case, all the active nodes N can be considered and it might decrease the topic jumping caused by backtracking.
In this case, the consistency measure is replaced with:
where P (n) is the probability that hypothesis n is correct and weighs the score to prefer hypotheses thought to be correct. Strictly speaking, P (n) has to be estimated a priori depending on the confidence score of n, C(n). In this paper, we define C(n) as the approximated posterior probability explained in Section 4·1. C(n), however, has no direct relation with P (n) and thus the statistics of the relation between C(n) and P (n) should be estimated from a large amount of training data. In this paper, however, we simply used C(n)/ m∈N C(m) as P (n) due to a lack of such data. The efficiency measure becomes:
where H(X|N ) and H(X|q, N ) are defined as:
where A q is a set of the possible answers given by the user by asking question q, and X is a set of the retrieval results from the database when given an understanding n. We obtain only one weighting sum of these scores, which is shared by all the nodes. This means that the score does not work as a heuristic score. Thus, the best node is the same as in the case 'without heuristics.' Although the score does not affect the selection of the node, the system response,ĝ, is optimized by the score and thus the efficiency and consistency should be improved without heuristics.
Note that using our response selection criterion, the system may choose a question for confirmation even if there are some empty slots in the active nodes. This can occur when a confirmation rejects many understanding candidates (i.e. active nodes), with the result that the effectiveness of the response becomes high. This selection can be seen to imitate the human behavior of giving someone confirmation, even when one has not obtained enough information to retrieve data if he/she is worried about possible misrecognition.
Evaluation
5·1 Spoken dialog system configurations
We developed a Japanese spoken dialog system by adopting a Julius speech recognizer [Lee 07 ]. The dialog manager updates the understanding hypotheses using the recognition results by expanding the active nodes. In this paper, the three best recognition candidates were used. Based on the active nodes, a system response is selected using the criterion proposed in Section 4·3 or Section 4·4 and sent to the speech synthesizer. The system may misunderstand the user utterances. If the system displays the current understanding status, then the user may notice the system's misunderstanding. So the system does not show its understanding status.
5·2 Evaluation by simulation § 1 Experiment using simulation
First we evaluated the proposed dialog management by the average number of user turns in a dialog using simulated dialogs on a computer by automatically generating user utterances. We compared our three proposed strategies with conventional turn-by-turn confirmation and likelihoodbased confirmation strategies [Komatani 00 ]. The simulation was done as follows (in music search task):
(1) The simulated user first decides the goal (keyword set) that is set randomly. The simulated user then tries to complete this goal's setting through the following procedure. mination conditions, the system generates the next utterance. Go to 3. In Step 4, we predefined recognition rate R at 60-90%. In our proposed system, if all slots were filled or the retrieval results are less than three, then the system suggested the best one. If it matches the user goal, the user replies "yes" to the system's suggestion, thereby terminating the system. Until then, the system continues to ask questions and offer suggestions. In Step 6 in the above simulation procedure, the method explained in Chapter 4 was used in our proposed method. In the turn-by-turn confirmation strategy, the system made a confirmation utterance for the user's new information input or a question for new information after the user's "yes." In all methods, the simulated user corrected the misrecognition with a repetition utterance when noticing it. 1000 simulations were done for each method for each value of recognition rate R.
The experimental results are shown top and bottom in Figure 6 for the music retrieval task and location finding task, respectively. It compares the average number of turns among our three proposed strategies (best-first searches without heuristics, with heuristics, and with global heuristics) and the conventional turn-by-turn confirmation and likelihood-based confirmation strategies. From these re- sults, the average number of turns was reduced using our strategies at any recognition rate. These results show that adding a heuristic score for node selection to be searched and response selection was effective.
Search with local (node-wise) heuristics was the most effective, especially in the case of music retrieval, but the difference from the search with global heuristics was rather small.
5·3 Subjective experiment
We also compared the strategies by subjective experiments. Here, we used only the location search task. Subjects used the three dialog systems at random order; turnby-turn confirmation, likelihood-based confirmation, and proposed (with global heuristics). Each of six subjects made six dialogs with each system, for a total of 18 dialogs by each subject. In this experiment, users knew that one utterance can include more than one keyword and thus there were some utterances including multiple keywords such as "Italian restaurant in Ichinomiya-shi." After each dialog, subjects evaluated the three items from 1 (bad) to 5 (good): satisfaction, naturalness, and efficiency. All the dialogs completed the task. The average recognition rate was about 90%.
Results are shown in Figure 7 . Our proposed method obtained the best subjective scores for all items. The average number of turns is also shown in Figure 7 . Our system was most efficient.
The systems we used achieved good recognition results, so the differences in the subejctive evaluation results were small. But if the recognition rate had been worse, the dif- 
Conclusion
We proposed a graph search-based data retrieval spoken dialog system. We used criteria based on search efficiency and consistency with understanding hypotheses to select an appropriate system response and to score the search nodes. These strategies were compared to conventional strategies by simulation and subjective experiments in the two types of task by simulation and achieved better results than the conventional ones from an efficiency standpoint. Subjective evaluation is also performed by making subjects use the systems, revealing that the proposed strategy could make efficient and natural dialog. In this paper, we did not compare proposed strategies, especially local and global heuristics by subjective evaluation, but the global heuristics tends to make more natural conversations than local ones from our preliminary experiments. By investigating the resulting dialogs in the simulation experiment, we found that dialogs generated using the global heuristics were more natural because of the smaller number of utterances which notified the user of its misunderstandings when the selected active node was wrong.
In the future, we have to compare the naturalness among our proposed methods more strictly. We have to consider dialog history to avoid the 'jump' of topics. We believe that we can solve this problem by adopting a consectiveness measure in the response selection.
